IN CASE OF POWER OUTAGE

Feb 3rd, 2019

I. 2 Tim 3:1-5

A. **Perilous** - *chalepos* - Violent, dangerous, hard, evil, difficult to deal with

B. **Lovers of themselves** - *philautos* - Selfish, self-centered; Focus on their own advantage to the exclusion of others

C. **Lovers of money** - *philargyros* - Loving wealth and riches; desiring to acquire wealth over anything else

D. **Boasters** - *alazon* - Braggart, self-exalting conceit of their own superiority; all achievements are of their own doing

E. **Blasphemers** - *blasphemos* - Irreverent toward God and what He holds sacred

F. **Unthankful** - *acharistos* - Not feeling or expressing gratitude; take for granted

G. **Unholy** - *anosios* - Wicked, living and choosing opposite of God’s character or direction

H. **Unloving** - *astorgos* - Hardhearted; lacking affection for others; family members

I. **Unforgiving** - *aspondos* - Irreconcilable, unwilling to be at peace with others through forgiveness

J. **Slanderers** - *diabolos* - Attacking the reputation of another, gossip, backbiting

K. **Without self-control** - *akrates* - Powerless, without control, unrestrained by morality

L. **Brutal** - *anemeros* - Wild, vicious, fierce, violent

M. **Despisers of good** - *aphilagathos* - Hatred for all things good, hostile to virtue

N. **Traitors** - *prodotes* - Betray; violate an allegiance; turn your back on

O. **Headstrong** - *propetes* - Defiant disregard for danger or consequences; reckless, impetuous

P. **Haughty** - *typhoo* - Insanely arrogant, puffed up, foolishly proud

Q. **Lovers of pleasure** - *philedonos* - Immoderate fondness in pursuing pleasure

R. **Form** - *morphosis* - Embodiment, formulation; external form, appearance

S. **Godliness** - *eusebeia* - Reverence or devotion to God

T. **Denying** - *arneomai* - Deny, disregard, refuse or reject, disown, refuse to recognize or acknowledge

U. **Power** - *dunamis* - Force, miraculous power, supernatural ability, demonstration of power.

1. **Hos 4:6** 6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected knowledge, I also will reject you from being priest for Me; Because you have forgotten the law of your God, I also will forget your children.

   a) **Destroyed** - *damah* - To cease, to be cut off, ruined

   b) **Lack of** - *beliy* - Defect, failure
c) **Knowledge** - *daath* - Understanding, skillful knowledge applied to a craft.

II. **Eph 1:15-23**

A. **V17** - In the knowledge of Him we get: Spirit of wisdom and Spirit of revelation

1. **Knowledge** - *epignosis* - Coming to understand as true and valid; a personal recognition or acquaintance that necessitates a reaction.

B. **What is in the knowledge of Him?**

1. **Wisdom** - *sophia* - Capacity (aptitude, skill) to understand and act wisely
   a) **Prov 2:6-7** 6 For the Lord gives wisdom
   b) **1 Cor 1:25** 25 Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men
   c) **1 Cor 3:19** 19 For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God.
   d) **1 Cor 2:13-14** - The things of the Spirit of God are foolishness to natural man

2. **Revelation** - *apokalypsis* - Communication of knowledge from God and by God previously hidden; To uncover, disclose, make fully known
   a) **Gal 1:12** 12 For I neither received it from man, nor was I taught it, but it came through the revelation of Jesus Christ.